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Manual Scavenging as an occupational practice has been outlawed in India through 
successive legislations in 1993 and 2013. However, the ground reality is that the 
government itself is one of the largest employers of this inhuman and insensitive practice. 
The paper looks at the societal causes for the prevailing acceptance and legitimacy given 
to manual scavengers. The various policy reforms initiated by successive governments 
after Independence have failed to register any impact and have been monumental failures 
in the task of rehabilitating the manual scavengers. Due to international intervention and 
keen interest taken by several nongovernmental organizations, due cognizance has been 
taken in the recent past. The paper analyses the various initiatives and offers a ray of 
hope to the manual scavenging community.     
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INTRODUCTION 
Manual Scavenging and its Emergence  
The Swach Bharat Abhiyan launched by our Hon. Prime Minister in 2014 with great 
pomp and show is indeed a noble cause whose time had come. It will be an apt tribute to 
our father of our nation, Mahatma Gandhi, who spend his entire life educating people 
about sanitation and sensitizing the population about the tasks associated with it. Nothing 
can be truer than the fact that just like food, clothing and shelter, proper sanitation 
facilities are also a basic requirement of mankind. It is rather unfortunate and paradoxical 
that in the 21st century when the two most prominent parties in India lead their election 
campaigns with the slogans “India Shining” and “Incredible India” , India as a country 
still employs manual scavengers, who are humans who do the deplorable task of 
collecting human excreta with their bare hands. However, according to the government, 
they are nothing but safai karmacharis, which is a general term used to classify everyone 
from the person who sweeps the streets to the person who does sanitary operations1. It is 
rather disgusting to even imagine humans dive into gutter’s of human excreta without any 
proper sanitation facilities to unblock the blockages in the sewage system.  Over the 
years, the scavengers in India have been known by different names in different parts of 
the country, however, the nature of their job and degree of deprivation and exclusion 
have been same throughout the country. They are known by the name Bhangi’s,Chuhra’s, 
Balmiki, Mazhabi etc. in north India and Dom,Sanei etc. in eastern India. They are called 
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as Mukhiyar, Thoti, and other such names in Southern India2. According to socio-
economic caste census report (2011)3, Maharashtra has 63,713; Madhya Pradesh has 
23,093; Uttar Pradesh has 17,619; Tripura has 17,332; Karnataka has 15,375 manual 
scavengers.  
 
The system of having toilets cleaned up by humans was introduced by the Britishers in 
India during the colonial rule. However, they did it because there was no technological 
alternative available at that time and nor did the colonial masters have any regard for 
human rights of Indians. However, the appalling thing is that even after 70 odd years 
after Independence, India governments are still turning a blind eye to such cruel 
practices.  Inventions in sanitation practices have reached only few urban pockets in India 
and inhuman toxic practices like manual scavenging have been reinforced over the years 
 
 
➢ Current situation  

 
The reality at this moment of time is that the manual scavengers are one of the most 
deprived, disadvantaged, poor and neglected communities in India. In 1993 the 
government, in an historic legislation banned the employment of any form of manual 
scavengers4. The same act, due to its toothlessness was revised and strengthened in 
20135. However, inspite of such governmental intervention, the situation of manual 
scavengers in our country is still deplorable. The 2013 act called for fresh surveys and 
reports to calculate the number of scavengers in our country at this moment, so that 
proper rehabilitative mechanisms can be rolled out. However, even after half a decade 
after the new legislation the rehabilitative process has remained purely on paper. 
According to the census data of 20116, there are about 2.6 million dry latrines in India 
which require manual cleaning. There are 13,14,652 toilets in total where human excreta 
is flushed out and not through a pipeline sewage system. There are about 7,94,390 dry 
latrines where the human excreta is cleaned by manual scavengers on a daily basis. 
Inspite of India claiming to have focused on their villages, almost 73 % of such dry 
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latrines are in rural areas7.  According to the official released data of the Socio Economic 
Caste Census 2011 showed that 180,657 total households in India are engaged in manual 
scavenging as their primary profession of livelihood.  
According to the House Listing and Housing census 20118, the majority (72%) of these 
manual scavengers are found in the states of AP, Assam, J&K, Maharashtra, TN, UP, 
WB etc. The developed state of Maharashtra where record number of FDI came in the 
last decade, also has topped the list with 63,713 people employed in scavenging. 
Although rehabilitation has been the golden word for decades now when it comes to the 
reforms related to manual scavengers, they have hardly focused on effective skill 
development and genuine alternate livelihood mechanisms. The cooperation from the 
banking sector is also necessary for holistic upliftment of these manual scavengers as 
providing easy loans is important for engaging in alternate employment  mechanisms for 
income generation.  
 
However, all hope is not lost. People like Magsaysay award winner Bezwada Wilson and 
his Safai Karmachari Aandolan have successfully managed to raise this issue in the 
national as well international media and have managed to draw eyeballs towards this 
sensitive issue. He has single handedly managed to get lakhs of people out of this 
profession and has helped them set up alternate mechanisms of employment. He and his 
organization are fighting this battle in all ways possible.  He has fought tooth and nail to 
get the laws implemented at the grassroots and make sure that the rehabilitation packages 
of the government reach the correct hands. However, the most important challenge in 
front of him is to expose the fudged numbers of the governing bodies of manual 
scavengers in various states9.  Just to cite an instance, the Ministry of Social Justice and 
Empowerment, after another timely intervention of the Supreme Court,  claimed that till 
October 2017, India  has only 13,384 manual scavengers of which 12,640 have been 
given the one time assistance of rupees 40 thousand by the government and have been 
successfully pulled out of the profession of manual scavenging10. If that is indeed true, 
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then how are the 8 lakh odd dry latrines (according to the government’s SECC Data) in 
India being cleaned magically on a daily basis ? 
 
The issues of women manual scavengers is sometimes not covered by the mainstream 
media, however, nevertheless, they are equal sufferers if not more of this social menace. 
The women face humiliation, emotional torture and physical illnesses due to this 
profession. There have been several reported testimonials of women carrying human 
excreta, dead animal carcasses in cane baskets on their head to the designated sights of 
disposal in peak summers or monsoons leading to the leaking excreta coming on their 
faces11. Most women doing these jobs complain of urinary tract infections and other 
infection related diseases affecting their uterus. The governments at the centre as well as 
the states have been continuously violating their basic fundamental constitutional 
responsibility over the years and have chosen to live in a world of denial by refusing to 
accept that manual scavenging is still prevalent in India. A 2014 report which was 
released by Human Rights Watch under the tile “Cleaning Human Waste : Manual 
Scavenging, Caste and Discrimination in India” listed that one of the most important 
reasons for perpetuating manual scavenging in India is the inability and unwillingness of 
the local authorities to take the law of the land seriously and take action on the same12.  
Government authorities like the District Collectors and Municipal Commissioners need to 
accept this shameful truth and not hide it for the sake of portraying a positive image on 
the global arena.  There have several movements from the time to get the attention of the 
authorities towards the cause. Bezwada Wilson’s Safai Karmachari Andolan had 
launched an international campaign just before the 2010 Commonwealth Games in Delhi. 
That movement got global coverage and got the authorities working towards getting a 
strong updated legislation13. Because of the movement’s success, the International Labor 
Organization intervened and asked the government to hasten the process of bringing the 
manual scavengers in the mainstream.  However, the fight is far from over. The media 
keeps reporting deaths of manual scavengers from different parts of the country from 
time to time, evoking sympathy and pity but not forceful action from the government. 
The question boils down to the government putting its priorities in order. As some 
activists complain that the government spends crores of rupees on tangible developmental 
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processes like building roads and bridges, but are utterly insensitive towards spending 
even half of that of the upliftment of such sections of the society14.  
In a hard hitting critically acclaimed documentary “Kakoos”, the filmmaker, who 
travelled the lengths and breadths of Tamil Nadu to interview manual scavengers, found 
about one or two manual scavengers every 20 kilometers in the state. The citizens of this 
country are equally responsible for this state of affairs. Almost every citizen must have at 
one point of time in life, would have seen a manual scavenger enter an open manhole, 
however none have had the sensitivity to raise an issue about it, or inform the authorities 
of the same. The silence of the majority population of this country on this issue is 
amounting to acceptance of this practice15.  The most layman solution being thrown 
around these days is that how technology should be introduced and it will be the magic 
pill that will solve the issue. However, deeper analysis reveals that there are certain jobs 
which cannot be replaced by technology and would have to be done by humans. In such 
instances, it is imperative that their job situation be improved, insurance facilities be 
given, their job should be given the respectability that they deserve and provide for good 
quality kits for use in such situations.   
 
OBJECTIVES  
 

1. To explore the hazards of manual scavenging in India  
2. To analyze the role of the socio-legal authorities in the health problems of the 

scavengers in India and abroad.  
3. To critically analyze the governmental responses to the menace of manual 

scavenging in India 
4. To suggest implementable, viable and practical solutions for the eradication of the 

inhuman practice of manual scavenging in India.  
 
HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH MANUAL SCAVENGING  
 
➢ Causes  

 
The most important cause of this evil is the inability to evolve towards water borne 
latrines or flush toilets and continue with pit toilets in India. Most of the countries which 
used to employ manual scavengers have moved on to sophisticated sanitation methods 
using ever evolving technology. India, on the other hand, from statistics as early as 2017 
claim still have 600 million people who either defecate openly or in small pits which 
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require cleaning manually16.  Australians had the concept of a Dunnyman who which was 
a profession reserved for the manual scavengers, however, today in Australia, such 
professions are extinct and are found only in history museum where relics of such past 
trivia is preserved17. In a country like India, unfortunately, such instances could be found 
in every second village of India and even in most urban centers.  
Historically, these manual scavengers, who belong to the scheduled castes, have been 
deprived of education due to the poor financial state of their families and the position of 
their community in the social varna hierarchy. The various educational reforms of the 
government over the years to get the marginalized literate and educated and include them 
in the mainstream have failed and most reforms have remained on paper. Because of this 
lack of education, most of the manual scavengers are completely unaware of their 
fundamental rights. The predominant task in front of the various social nongovernmental 
organizations is to educate and enlighten these scavenging workers employed by several 
private and governmental organizations about their rights. The growing vocal demand 
over the last decade for better safety equipment, gloves, insurance mechanisms in case of 
accidents, compensations in case of accidents, due justice to families etc. is the result of 
this awareness.  
Thirdly, due to systemic inefficiency, even if these manual scavengers are relieved from 
their duties of scavenging, they are unable to sustain themselves in any other occupation 
due to limited avenues of employment. In most cases, wherever municipal corporations 
have tried to relieve these workers, they have done so without proper rehabilitative 
mechanisms, leaving these individuals out cold on the streets, thus creating an 
environment where these people are forced to turn back to the profession which they had 
left. As per surveys, most of the people working as manual scavengers are aware of the 
disgusting nature of their work, the harmful hazards or ill effects of their job profile , 
however , yet due to the lack of genuine efforts from the governments, are forced to 
continue working in the same profession for generations together18.  
There is a very interesting story about this whole scavenging debate. During partition, the 
Pakistanis feared that if all Hindu’s leave Pakistan there will be no one left to clean their 
sewages and latrines. Thus, they purposely held back the Dalit manual scavengers and let 
the other Hindus go across the border. This mentality has pervaded the Indian psyche 
over the years due to which the fear that there will be no one left to clean up the mess is 
one of the biggest reasons for this inhuman practices being still continued19.  
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The manual scavengers are employed not just to clean the toilets and human excreta but 
also to dispose off the dead bodies in hospitals without any precautionary apparatus. The 
same is also seen on the ghats of Varanasi ad other religious places, where the lower 
caste dalits, known as Doms are entrusted with the responsibility of disposing off the half 
burnt dead bodies on the ghats20.   
 
➢ Theoretical explanation of the concept  

 
The theory of social exclusion deals with forced purposeful social deprivation of a group 
of people because of some pre determined criteria. When a group is socially, 
economically and psychologically marginalized and almost ostracized due to its 
professional choices or caste identity.  Social exclusion happens because of one’s 
inability to choose or due to lack of availability to choose. In a vast country like India, the 
people who suffer the most due to the social exclusion theory are the subaltern groups of 
people like the minorities or the historically deprived adivasis.  One’s caste, religion, 
ethnicity plays an important role in reinforcing  the rigid norms of exclusion. The manual 
scavengers are a classic case of an entire community systematically deprived of their 
rights enshrined in the constitution just because of their place in the caste hierarchy and 
the nature of the job that they do. They are first deprived of what is rightfully theirs, then 
they are exploited due to the lack of avenues at their disposal and then finally excluded 
from the decision making process and thus are kept away from the developmental 
discourse of this country.  
 The constitution might have enshrined several rights for the historically backward 
scheduled castes, namely the Dalits , however in reality, even after 70 years of 
Independence , the ground reality is that they are still fighting for their most basic rights. 
Manual scavengers are made to do some of the most disgusting jobs in the society.  
Because they offer their services to clean the sewers and collect night soil with their bare 
hands, they are usually looked down upon in the society. Because of their job profile 
most of the social institutions shy away from them and are not too keen on including 
them in the societal processes. Because of such lack of opportunities and societal boycott, 
they usually gather in ghettos of despair and backwardness. Generations after generations 
are thus deprived from participation in the most basic socio economic political processes 
of the country. Over the years, the governments who have come to power and the shrewd 
political class operating in our country, have followed polices of appeasement to convert 
them into a vote bank. Some from the political clan have tried to use the flag of caste to 
gather the manual scavengers and the Dalits around a false agenda of development. Thus, 
over the years, the conditions on manual scavengers in our country, instead of improving 
over the decades like how it happened in several western democracies with sensitivity for 
human rights, has unfortunately worsened.  Just to give an example, members of the 
“Bhangi” community, which is the community of manual scavengers, smeared human 
excreta on their bodies and faces to protest against the insensitive policies of government 
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of Karnataka to evict them from their houses21.According to reports of the erstwhile 
Planning Commission in 1995, more than 6 lakh people were engaged in manual 
scavenging22. These statistics shocked the country and gave a bad name to India’s image 
internationally in the post 1991 LPG reforms era. Even more embarrassing than this was 
that the government, which had come out with stringent measures and an act in 1993 to 
curb this inhuman practice, was in fact the largest employer of these manual scavengers 
to clean the human excreta on the tracks of railways23. Even years after this act has been 
in place, the conviction rate of offenders of these practices is extremely low and almost 
negligible24.     
Due to this systematic social exclusion, the dalits over a period of time fear social 
boycott, and are unwilling to even fight against this menace due to the inability of the 
society and the system to embrace them. The caste hegemony of the upper castes in India 
is so strong that most of these manual scavengers have accepted this hierarchy as a part of 
their fate and thus pass on this inhuman profession over generations. The manual 
scavenging dalits before Independence used to be made to stay outside the periphery of 
the village and were called in only when there was a death in the village to dispose off the 
body or to clean the toilets. To avoid human contact with these manual scavengers and to 
avoid their entry in the house the dirty sewages with human excreta and the toilets were 
attached with doors from the back for them to clean and go directly. Unfortunately, 70 
years after Independence, after the longest constitution in the world undergoes several 
amendments and the governments coming out with several social welfare mechanisms, 
very little has changed in India. The urban cities still find manual scavengers entering 
man holes bare bodied to unclog the sewers. The mammoth dumping yards will still find 
scavengers employed in the filthy stench to help the municipal corporation in unloading 
and separating the hazardous waste. Even if some of them dream of pushing themselves 
out of this drudgery and social exclusion, they are faced with violent opposition across 
the country, with lynching and threats to family members being the norm. The recently 
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released and acclaimed national award winning feature film, Sairaat, talks about this 
social exclusion being prevalent in the society even in the 21st century25.    
 
➢ Consequences 

 
The manual scavengers are as a part of their job profile, exposed to some of the most 
dangerous gases and pollutants. They are most susceptible to severe forms of bacterial 
and viral infections. Reports over the years have shown how this inhuman nature of the 
job leads to workers risking their lives with skin rashes, eye infections, Limb and leg 
amputations etc. Tuberculosis is one of the most prevalent health conditions amongst the 
manual scavengers26. They are exposed to some of the most harmful gases like carbon 
monoxide and ammonia leading to severe headaches, loss of consciousness etc. because 
the manual scavengers who enter these dangerous man holes without any safety 
equipment, they are also prone to have sore throat, chest infections, breathlessness etc27. 
Government Hospitals have been clogged with these workers complaining of loss of 
sight, suffering from hepatitis A or leptospirosis28.   
 
LEGAL ASPECT – INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL  
 
International  
The issue of Manual Scavengers has been raised and discussed in international grounds 
as well, especially in United States. Special rapporteurs were constituted in 2009 by the 
sub-commission to analyze and study the discrimination faced by people on the basis of 
caste. The report by these rapporteurs formed a guideline for Effective Elimination of 
Discrimination Based on Work and Descent and to avoid discrimination on the basis of 
caste and work29.  
Apart from this Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 also 
was formulated to deal with the matter of work-related discrimination as well as what 
measures government needs to adopt for combating discrimination through creation of 
educational programmes for equal opportunity, adoption of national policy on equal 
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opportunity, full cooperation with employers and workers organization. Social origin is 
considered to be one of the grounds of discrimination and ratified by India on June 3, 
1960. International Labour Organization (ILO) has adopted Forced Labour Convention, 
193030 to curb the practice of forced or compulsory labour in any form. An annual report 
of 2007 on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination of the UN  pointed out the dreadful 
conditions of manual scavengers in India.It further stated that large number of Dalits 
work as manual scavengers forcefully.31 Countries like Malaysia,Europe,Haiti have 
totally abolished this practice yet in India we still carry out this occupation. Nepal and 
Srilanka are few such countries where this practice is still prevalent. Legislative measures 
like Solid Waste Management & Resource Mobilization Act, Industrial Management Act 
remain silent about the treatment and safe disposal process.  
 
Haiti, with a pollution of  9,801,664,is located in the continent of Caribbean,  a land of 
extreme beauty alongside extreme suffering, and the sanitation sector is no exclusion. On 
one side Haiti’s has exceptional innovation strategies and at the other end there is lack of 
sanitation options. Haiti did not have sewage treatment programs/organizations or 
initiatives till 2006. In the year 2009 Sustainable Organic Integrated Livelihoods 
(SOIL)32, an initiative by Sasha Kramer and Sarah Brownel was formulated. The mission 
of this organisation is to promote dignity, health, and sustainable livelihoods through the 
transformation of wastes into resources. Under SOIL initiative container-based toilet 
captures human waste in a sealable container and is transported weekly to one of SOIL’s 
waste treatment services. Furthermore this waste is transformed into organic compost. 
This compost in returns provides valuable nutrients to rural farms where soil fertility is 
hastily deteriorating. Thus, the system replaces costly sewer infrastructure and provides 
job opportunities in the sanitation sector, thereby meeting the needs of vulnerable 
families living, while also creating employment. in addition, the ecological management 
of collected wastes creates a way for the sanitation sector to battle climate change and 
repair soil fertility through the making and application of compost, transforming a public 
health problem into an environmental solution.33 
This kind of initiative can also be taken in India to avoid health crisis and provide 
employment opportunities.  
 
➢ National  
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The rights of disadvantaged classes of our society have been protected by our 
Constitution post independence under Article 14,15,16,25,26,29,341 and 342 to remove 
social and economic disabilities of the deprived classes. Article 17 specifically prohibits 
the practice of manual scavenging.  
In 1986, the predicament of the manual scavengers again came into light when a group of 
South Indian Dalit men and women started a campaign against this intolerable practice. 
The campaign gained momentum and snowballed into an all-India movement known as 
the Safai Karamchari Andolan (SKA).This was a significant change where Supreme 
Court decided to hold District Collectors of every district accountable for continuation of 
manual scavenging. Thus, in this case of Safai Karmachari Andolan v Union of India, the 
court started the process to determine where manual scavengers worked and find 
alternative job opportunities for them.34  
Thus to keep a check over this practice, the Act of 1993 was an effort to set up rules 
against manual scavenging. To widen the scope and impose higher penalties, the Act of 
1993 “ Employment of Manual Scavengers and Construction of Dry Latrines 
(Prohibition) was replaced by “The Prohibition of Employment as Manual Scavengers 
and their Rehabilitation Act,2013. The Act was introduced as it highlights the 
Fundamental Rights of the people irrespective of caste, creed and religion. It provides 
protection to weaker sections of the society especially SC/ST from any kind of social 
injustice. The Act prohibits the employment of Manual Scavengers without protective 
gears or equipments and construction of insanitary latrines. The Act talks about 
rehabilitation and assistance for alternative employment to manual scavengers. In the 
previous Act of 1993 maximum punishment was two years which was raised to five years 
in the Act of 2013. In spite of so many constitutional rights for the welfare of the 
disadvantaged classes, this act remains a far cry in various parts of our country. With 
reference to this another eye raising landmark judgment was that of Delhi Jal Board v. 
National Campaign for Dignity & Rights of Sewerage& Allied Workers35 where rights of 
underprivileged people were violated.Sumpreme Court pointed out how the health 
conditions of the manual scavengers was being affected due to this practice. Supreme 
Court further stated that manual scavengers have been deprived of their rights of equality, 
life and liberty and thus the families of the deceased should be given higher 
compensation. 
Furthermore, other legislative measures are the Protection of Civil Rights Act,1955 
which was enacted to abolish the practice of untouchability and social disabilities arising 
out of it against members of the scheduled castes and The Scheduled Castes & Scheduled 
Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989  which prevents the commission of offences 
of atrocities against the members of the scheduled castes and the scheduled tribes. It 
provides for assistance of special courts for the trial of such offences as well as relief and 
rehabilitation of the victims of such offence. Recently in 2016, the Act was further 
amended and strengthen with reference to manual scavengers, making it punishable to 
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employ any SC/ST as manual scavengers for a term not less than six months and may 
exceed to five years and fine.36 
Regardless of such stringent laws and committee recommendations , there isn’t a single 
conviction yet the practice continues. Concepts of Justice, equality, dignity and freedom 
appear to be mere jargons in our Constitution. Formulating laws has never been an issue, 
implementation about the same is! 
 
GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS AND FAILURES  
 
The government of India has from time to time come up with various committees to 
resolve the issue of manual scavenging in India.  The first such committee was the Barve 
Committee, headed by its chairman, V N Barve, which was formed by the Government of 
Bombay in 194937. It had recommended that the state government should conduct an 
honest survey of living conditions of the people involved in manual scavenging from the 
time of Independence. The government should then improve their working conditions and 
guarantee them a dignified minimum wage and bring them in the mainstream. However, 
it is rather ironic, that after 60 years after that commission, the state of Maharashtra has 
one of the highest numbers of scavengers in India with almost no protection from the 
state.  Second in line was the Kalelkar committee which highlighted the pathetic working 
conditions of these manual scavengers who are using outdated machinery to conduct their 
operations. Again, unfortunately, even after 6 decades after that committee, the manual 
scavengers are still demanding better working instrument and manual scavengers are still 
found working in inhuman conditions with bare hands. It was followed by the Malkani 
committee in the 1960’s which was constituted by the Ministry of Human Affairs to take 
a stock of the labor policies in India, education facilities available to the children of 
laborers and the housing problem of these communities. The committee gave 
recommended restructuring of the wage levels, improvement in their living standards, 
creating an effective legislation for the manual scavenging community etc. The 
committee was followed by the Pandya Committee, which was officially called the 
Committee to study the working and service conditions of sweepers and scavengers. It 
too gave recommendations to create social security measures and form a system to 
undertake labor surveys at a regular interval on the lines of the census to find out the 
living conditions of manual scavengers and other allied communities. It is rather 
unfortunate that although all these committees were formed with good intentions, their 
reports have been relegated to the dustbowls of bureaucracy and have been used by 
politicians to give lip service before elections.  The erstwhile planning commission had 
come up with a Task Force , commonly referred to as the Basu Force, in 1989 to access 
the situation of scavenging in India and understand the full magnitude of the problem and 
to them check whether the interventions till then were effective or not. The Manmohan 
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Singh Government in 2007 came up with the Self Employment Scheme38 in order to 
rehabilitate the manual scavengers. It included onetime cash assistance with training and 
facility for concessional loans. It also included subsidies for taking up an alternate 
occupation. However, the scheme which initially was brought in with lot of promise 
failed to deliver results. Another scheme with similar intentions was the National Scheme 
for Liberation and Rehabilitation of Scavengers and their Dependents (NSLRSD) , 
however the scheme failed miserably and even the CAG validated this when they came 
out with a report which concluded that inspite off spending more than 600 crore rupees 
no tangible results could be seen on the ground39.  
The most important problem with such schemes was that there was a lack of clarity over 
the difference in ‘liberation’ and ‘rehabilitation’. The governing authorities couldn’t 
provide any conclusive evidence to attest that those who are liberated were in fact 
rehabilitated40. The governments in the subsequent decades realized that no amount of 
policy intervention is going to work unless people continue using dry latrines and keep 
defecating in the open. To stop these unhygienic practices, the government came out with 
the Nirmal Bharat Abhiyaan from 2009-14 whose aim was to achieve 100% sanitation. It 
was the continuation of the Total Sanitation Program which was launched in 1999. They 
had kept the target to achieve its objectives by 2017 in urban areas and by 2012 in rural 
areas. The change of government in 2014 brought in fresh ideas to solve the long 
standing problem of open sanitation41.  
To the credit of our Hon. Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, he took up the issue of 
eradication of open defecation seriously and aimed at the construction of modern toilets 
in all households of India as his main priority. He made it a point to stress upon its need 
to achieve the target of 100 percent open defecation free India by 2019 to commemorate 
the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi42. He even spoke about the urgency of 
the matter in front of NRI audiences during his visits to America and England. The 
Swach Bharat Abhiyaan which was launched with lot of fanfare and supported by several 
endorsements from several celebrities aimed at three things: 1. Eliminating open 
defecation which is the root cause of several disorders. 2. Eradicating Manual 
Scavenging. 3. To adopt modern and scientific municipal solid waste management 
methods. Several MoUs were also signed with European countries and help was sought 
from all quarters.  Although the Budgetary allocation has been declining for the 
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rehabilitation of manual scavengers, In reality no amount was spent on rehabilitation of 
manual scavengers between 2014 and 2017. It is only within the last one year that the 
government has spent Rs. 56 crore on the rehabilitation of manual scavengers43. It is 
more important to make India look clean; to put people behind walls while they defecate, 
however it is equally important to make sure that nobody dies in their feces. 
 
One partially successful scheme which was launched in UP was when the job profiles of 
manual scavengers was given a formal recognition by the government and a formal 
examination was held to select people for these jobs. Since manual scavenging became a 
government job with social status, job security and other economic benefits associated 
with government jobs, people from non Dalit castes also applied and got these jobs. At 
one point of time almost 30-40 percent jobs of safai karmacharis were held by so called 
upper caste and non dalit community people44.  The scheme helped in relieving caste 
stigma which is associated with these jobs. Kerela, on the other hand introduced a scheme 
where the jobs of Priests in several governments controlled temples were to be filled by a 
government conducted examination. By doing this, several educated youth from the Dalit 
community also cleared the examination and got the opportunity to become priests, thus 
dissolving the caste barriers and effectively implementing the brief laid down by our 
constitution45.  
However, the drawback to the scheme introduced in UP was that over the years, most of 
the jobs in the safai karmachari scheme were cornered by people from the upper castes 
because of their superior educational qualifications , better access to education seeking 
opportunities and awareness and alertness towards such policy measures. Over the years, 
these upper caste people appointed as safai karmacharis used to appoint another lower 
caste person to do the job on their behalf by paying him a nominal salary thus reinforcing 
the status quo all over again.  
As Bezwada Wilson contends, there can be no Swachh Bharat without ending manual 
scavenging that is rooted in the caste structure.46 
 
SERIOUSNESS OF THE ISSUE  
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It is extremely unfair and unjust that after about 70 years after Independence we are still 
following pre independence era archaic practices. It is matter of great shame that when 
India is celebrating its march to mars, we still have a human entering a manhole with no 
protective gear to clean your sewers. Practices like manual scavenging are a thing of the 
past in several western countries where it existed in the 19th century. relics of the same 
are found only in museums or in people’s anecdotes, however, in the 21st century India it 
is not just still being practiced, but is an in your face reality. It is rather unfortunate that 
the government of the land is trying very little to get rid of this scourge. The state has 
failed miserably in stopping illegal employment of such helpless manual scavengers in 
private households around the country. The Indian Government, too, inspite of several 
stringent looking acts, has failed to impose penalties on people who promote manual 
scavenging under the 1993 act. In fact, in a shocking revelation, according to the National 
Advisory Council assessment, “Almost no one has been punished under the 1993 act”47 
The unfortunate part is that because of the caste based discrimination in our country as a 
part of the social exclusion theory, the Dalit manual scavengers are not even provided 
with effective assistance in accessing the judicial mechanisms when they are the at the 
receiving end of crimes. They face severe police inaction and have faced instanced where 
the police has refused to investigate the complaints of Dalit manual scavengers. The same 
kind of treatment is meted out to them by other administrative officials who are the main 
stakeholders in their development. Human Rights Watch, private international NGO, 
after their investigation found that police routinely fail to register and investigate 
complaints of Dalit manual scavengers when the perpetuators of the violence are from the 
upper caste. In particular the police will not register cases under the Scheduled Castes 
(Atrocities Act) and also the Scheduled Caste/scheduled Tribe Act 1988, a law which is 
very information for the manual scavengers. 48 
SOLUTIONS  
After almost half a dozen commissions and committees and task forces over the last half 
a century which have been assigned the duty of forming viable workable solutions to the 
problem of manual scavenging in India, one thing is clear that there is no lack of policies 
and legislations to tackle this menace. After every hint of revolt the government has 
sought to come out with a brand new policy basing it on the Supreme Court judgments on 
the issue.  However, as per the recently released data which shows that there are 53,000 
manual scavengers in India, which is a fourfold increase from the previous year’s 
statistics which put the total number of scavengers at 13,000 in 2017. The questionable 
nature of these statistics aside, which have been discussed in the above arguments, the 
very fact that there is a fourfold increase is a matter of great concern.  Instead of 
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launching new policies and schemes, we should look back and plan to effectively 
implement the existing schemes in the context of the situation at hand.  
The current problem with the existing solutions in India is that there is a wide chasm 
between the policies and the actual requirements of the manual scavenging community. 
This disconnect has been the primary reason behind most of the policies not attaining its 
objectives even partially.  
Firstly, the 1992 scheme where the government launched to identify the exact number of 
manual scavengers needs to be honestly conducted. Once we have a transparent 
assessment of the exact numbers, we can launch customized skill training and vocational 
training programs for them to pull them out of the system induced poverty. The 
rehabilitated safai karmacharis need to be be incentivized to join an alternate form of 
employment. This is where the Skill India and Make in Missions can be integrated with 
the Swach Bharat Abhiyaan to rehabilitate the manual scavengers. 
In line with the Rajiv Gandhi Mission for Sanitation and Water supply which was 
launched by the Ministry of Rural Development, the process of converting the dry 
latrines into wet latrines should be accompanied with solutions to tackle the obstacles 
which come along with it. Most places in India don’t receive enough water due to faulty 
water transportation and low water table. In such instances, it would be harsh to expect 
people to construct water toilets and use them. So the SBA needs to be accompanied with 
good water availability and efforts should be in place to improve the sewage system in 
non urban centers.  
Since the prevailing occupational boundaries prevent the manual scavengers from 
shifting to more respectable professions, the government should step in and create an 
environment where the upper castes don’t feel threatened by the presence of the lower 
caste Dalits in their midst. The examples of Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh can be taken 
as excellent case studies.  
The right to education has been implemented across the country with mixed results. 
Similar scheme for the children of manual scavengers should be introduced with 
modifications so that they are exposed to vocational training at a very young age. 
Schemes on the lines of earn and learn have to be promoted from the three tier  
Panchayati Raj systems. For the adults, alternative mechanisms of livelihood should be 
provided. The vast agricultural sector can surely accommodate these manual scavengers 
in allied industries. With little training and even little investment, it is possible to pull 
these people out of occupation induced poverty and create an alternate occupational 
system. An NGO in Bangalore have started this initiative where through CSR funds, they 
are helping one manual scavenging family buy an e- rickshaw which can be their ladder 
to social security49. 
 The animal husbandry sector with its vast potential can be a sector that should be tapped 
by the government for employment generation. One IAS officer in Bihar used the manual 
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scavengers for MNREGA designated work50. This move was an instant success which led 
to these manual scavengers getting temporary employment till they managed to find their 
feet in another occupation51. The Jalyukta Shivar Yojana in Maharashtra can be utilized 
for similar purposes. The Forest Department of Maharashtra is having an ambitious goal 
of planting 13 crore saplings in the year 2018, they are planning to upscale the target to 
50 crore saplings by 2019. In such a scenario they will be requiring additional manpower 
to dig pits to plant such an humongous number of plants. The manual scavengers could 
be rehabilitated through the forest department in such occupations. The manual 
scavengers, especially the women, could be promoted to become entrepreneurs. The 
government of India along with the states should tie up with various credit providing 
agencies to give small loans to such women to buy sewing machines or equipment for 
pickle industry. The concept of Mahila Bachat Gat has been a run away success model in 
Maharashtra and several other states. A similar model should be promoted along with 
micro credit providing agencies for these manual scavengers to help them establish small 
scale cottage industries. The women and child welfare ministry should take an initiative 
in creating awareness about such initiatives.  Along with these initiatives, the government 
should promote technological innovation in the field of sanitation. After the Sulabh 
revolution, there has been hardly any new path breaking idea introduced in India. 
Alternate toilets and eco friendly toilets is the need of the hour. In places where 
availability of water is scarce, toilets using less water should be designed. Students and 
innovators at our Indian Institute of Technology should be incentivized to come out with 
their solutions. The Railway ministry is planning to replace toilets in railways on the lines 
of vacuum toilets in aircrafts52. That will be a milestone move as it will relieve the 
thousands of manual scavengers which are currently employed by the railways to clean 
the platforms of the human excreta released by the current toilet system in railways. Dry 
toilets should be completely banned and the punishment mechanisms should be strictly 
enforced. Currently, the law penalizes the offender with a fine, however the 
implementing agencies are lax in their approach.  

 
They should be given targets and surprise checks should be conducted by officers to 
check whether the implementation is happening without any bias. Habitual offenders 
should be named and shamed in the village square by putting up a list of names at a 
prominent place in the village or even an urban centre. A similar strategy was used by the 
income tax authorities to recover the dues from people. The government has started an 
advertisement blitz to promote the open defecation free India concept by using film actor 
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Amitabh Bacchan as their brand ambassador53. Although this is a good initiative, follow 
up of the results should be taken on the lines of the polio vaccination drive which was 
undertaken on war footing. Schools are the most important place where sanitation, 
benefits and ill effects of manual scavenging should be promoted.  The children of 
manual scavengers who are underprivileged should be provided with not just the mid day 
meals but also the evening food so that the additional burden of nurturing the children is 
taken away from them. In such circumstances it would be easy for them to shift to an 
alternate forms of employment with their limited skills and education. The Arundhatiyar 
Reservation Act of 2009 in Tamil Nadu provided for a 3% reservation amongst the total 
18% reservation for the scheduled castes for seats in educational institutions and during 
state service examinations.  
This policy was a result of a mass protest by the movement launched by the Arundhatiyar 
community.Such initiatives should be also introduced by various states at this own level 
in their own capacity. States having large number of scavengers should work on the 
reservation idea on a war footing.  The safai karmacharis in urban centers employed by 
various municipal corporations need to be provided with dignity to their job.There are 
regular reports of workers entering open manholes and dying due to lack of precautionary 
safety apparatus. Even if they contract any skin diseases or respiratory infections due to 
expose to harmful gases, they are not provided with any medical insurance and the 
government hospitals are incapable of treating them. The recommendation is that making 
such workers enter sewer lines without proper masks, suits, boots, goggles, caps and 
other necessary equipment  should be made into a criminal offence and if a worker dies in 
circumstances without all that,  then the superior should be held responsible and be put 
behind bars for negligence amounting to death. For every death caused due to negligence 
or without proper gear, should amount to minimum 10 lakh compensation for the family 
with one member from the family, preferably the immediate kin of the deceased, be 
assured a government job of grade D. Rules and insurance mechanisms provided to 
firefighters and people who are employed in other such high risk jobs be applicable to 
manual scavengers as well. Private philanthropists like the Adar Poonawalla Group 
which is aiming to clean the city using high end state of the art equipment has given the 
workers dignity and social status54. The people working for the poonawalla group project 
have shown satisfaction about their job and are not ashamed of their profession.  The 
Indian Railways, the villain in chief of the manual scavenging story in India have to 
frame a time bound strategy to phase out the manual scavenging operations. The 
platforms should be cleaned using high end equipment and the other necessary cleaning 
operations be given dignity and safety.   
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CONCLUSION  
 
It is very clear from the assessment given above that the solutions proposed are not rocket 
science and require street smart public policy making and motivated policy implementers 
who are genuinely interested in eradicating manual scavenging in India. The Barve, 
Malkani, Pandya and Basu reports have all provided lofty solutions to the issue at hand. 
But the need of the hour is not idealistic ivory tower solutions but practical, 
implementable options. Only when the last scavenger in India gets rehabilitated into a 
profession of dignity and the cleaning operations are conducted by people with safety 
equipment will India get true freedom. India’s tryst with destiny is now and it is up to the 
governing authorities of the welfare state of this great nation to decide its fate in the years 
to come.    
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